In this paper a simple image compression scheme is proposed, it is based on using two transformation techniques in the frequency domain of DWT and DCT to decompose the image signal and then using Minimize-Matrix-Size algorithm to efficiently encode the compress information that reduces high-frequency matrix size, and makes it easy to be compressed by arithmetic coding. The test results of the suggested method are promising compared with JPEG and JPEG2000 international standards techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Compression methods are being rapidly developed to compress large data files such as images, where data compression in multimedia applications has lately become more vital [1] . Today with the increasing growth of technology and the entrance into the digital age that has lead to the construction of universally accepted standard systems that play a key role in the development of compression systems. These combine efficiency, ease of use and speed with the ability to fulfil a variety of requirements, where JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) represents the extremely useful and well known international standard image compression techniques that utilizes discrete cosine transform (DCT) that characterized by simplicity and reduction efficiency between 10 and 15 times the original image size, without visual degradation [2] - [4] , that generally based on divide the image into segments due to the fact DCT was designed to work with periodic states, and each segment is then a subject of the transform, creating a series of frequency components that correspond with detail levels of the image [5] - [7] .
A step beyond JPEG is the JPEG2000 that is based on wavelet transform [8, 9] which is more efficient than its predecessor JPEG and overcomes its drawbacks [10] . Currently, there's an increase role of utilization wavelet in image compression due to the fact that it provides high image quality with high compression ratios [11] .
In this paper, a simple method for compressing gray images is introduced that bases on exploited the DWT and DCT for obtains more high-frequency and less DC-coefficients, and utilized minimize matrix size algorithm to reduce high frequency domains that efficiently improve compression performance. The rest of paper organized as follows, section 2 contains comprehensive clarification of the proposed system; the results for the proposed system and the conclusions, is given in sections 3 and 4, respectively.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The main concerns in the proposed system:  Utilize wavelet transform that characterized by very good energy compaction capabilities, robustness under transmission, high compression ratio [9] , due to exploits both the spatial and frequency correlation of data by contractions and translations of mother wavelet on the input data, supports the multi-resolution analysis of data and symmetric nature [1, 12, 13, 14] .  By incorporating the DCT on the approximation band (LL) which contains low variation part of the image data that significantly reduce the energy of the LL part that leads to increase the efficiency of the compression rates [8, 11, 15] .  Minimize Matrix Size Algorithm is used to efficiently compressed the coded information along with arithmetic coding.
The proposed system shown in Figure 1 and the implementation is explained in the following steps:
Step 1: Load the input uncompressed image I of size N×N.
Step 2: Perform wavelet transform that decompose image into approximation and detail sub bands (LL, LH, HL and HH), only the approximation sub-band (LL) utilized, since the details of the other sub-bands are very small they can be set to zero without significantly changing the image [6, 8] .
Step 3: Partition the LL subband into nonoverlapping blocks of fixed size n×n, and performs the DCT to the LL band blocks according to the equation (1) [16] . At each n×n block the energy in the transformed coefficients is concentrated to the top-left corner of the block of coefficients corresponds to the low frequencies that is referred as DC, and the other coefficients values that rapidly decrease to the bottom right of the block corresponds to the higherfrequency coefficients that is called AC, where many of the coefficients with small values can be discarded without significantly affecting image quality, for more details see [6, 12] .
Step 4: Applying Minimize Matrix Size Algorithm (as explained in Figure 2 is used, to encode the n×n blocks of DCs and ACs coefficients). To obtain high compression gain the following steps are applied:
1. Converts each block n×n from LLDCT into one dimensional array. These one dimensional arrays are collected as a matrix, this matrix are called Multi-Array-Matrix (MAMatrix), as shown in Figure 2 . 
Where m is maximum value in LL sub-band and
This quantization process represents dot division, which depends on the maximum value in LL sub-band, and Quality value of range limited {0.01-0.1}, less value represents best image quality, and greater value represents low image quality.
3. Separates DC-coefficients column from MA-Matrix, where the DC-Column represents low frequency values for LL DCT , that characterized by all the values are positive and they are correlated. So, the differences between two neighbor values are required, in which the process is called Difference Between two Values (DBV), as illustrated in Figure 3 .
This technique makes the DC-Column values are uncorrelated, and help arithmetic coding to obtain more compression ratio. Figure 4 . Probabilities of the arrays are stored as a header of information, this operation is look like the Shannon coding [6, 11] , but the difference this approach not need to build minimum binary code for the higher probability.
b) Converts the Header -Information-Matrix for the AC-MA2-Matrix to array contains floating point value, by computing through multiplication operation between weight values and each Header-Matrix, where the weights values it is a random numbers between {0...1}and these numbers are limited within 4 digits after floating point, this column is called AC-Column, as shown in Figure 5 . The basic idea for creating AC-Column it will be easy to convert it into stream of bits and encrypt it. This part may be useful for security, because just the AC-Column is represents important information about the transformed image. If the AC-Column values are damaged, the decompressed image will be degraded or damaged.
Step 5: Applying entropy encoder on the saving compressed information using the arithmetic coding techniques. The coded information composed of DC coefficients, Index-Code and AC-Column, where the DC coefficients, Index-Code can be coded directly using arithmetic coding to produce stream of bits. While the AC-Column coded using binary code after multiplying each value by 10000 to be an integer, because as shown in Figure 6 the values of this column are floating point values and the values are not repeated or correlated.
To reconstruct the decompressed image all the above steps will be reversed as explained in Figure 7 and the implementation is explained in the following steps:
Step 1: Apply arithmetic decoding to reconstruct Index-Code, DC-Column and AC-Column. The Index-Code reconstruct directly, while the DC-Column required to takes the last value at position k , add it to value at position k-1, then the total adds with the value at position k-2, this process will continue until reach at position 1, using the following equation, as illustrated in Figure 8 . 
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The AC-Column are reconstructed by take each binary code convert it into an integer value, then divide each value by 10000 to obtains floating point values.
Step 2: Using Sequential Search Algorithm to: a) Reconstruct Header-Information as floating point from binary code, as shown in Figure 9 . This algorithm is designed to reconstruct original data of the Header-Information-Matrix, because the Header-Information-Matrix contains the original data for AC-MA2-Matrix. The SS-Algorithm used for searching the missing data within limited values of ACColumn corresponding to minimum and maximum value for each column in Header-Information-Matrix that represented as a one-dimensional array stored as minimum and maximum values.
The SS-Algorithm decompression concepts start from three values S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , these values responsible for estimates; column-1, column-2 and column-3 respectively in HeaderInformation-Matrix. S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are working as an digital clock, starting from S 1 to be increment by number 1, after reach to the limit (i.e., maximum value), S 1 will return to the minimum value then S 2 start to increment and so on, and this means the S 1 is represents inner loop and S 2 is outer loop and S 3 is outer loop contains S 2 and S 1 . At each iteration, the SSAlgorithm compares the result of S 1 , S 2 and S 3 with ACColumn. Where S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are represents estimated values for each row in Header-Information-Matrix. The main reason to choose just three columns, because the SS-Algorithm finds the exact data much faster, if the number of columns are increased the SS-Algorithm will be more slower, and take more times to find exact data. This technique implemented using the following algorithm:
Sequential Search Algorithm (SS-Algorithm)
P=1; % pointing to first position in limits value Step 3: Apply inverse quantization (dequantize) means dot multiplication between rows in AC-MA-Matrix and equation (2).
Step 4: Reconstruct Multi-Array-Matrix by combining the DC-Column with AC-MA-Matrix automatically where each row from Multi-Array-Matrix is represents n×n square at LLDCT.
Step 5: Apply Inverse DCT to each n×n block. The decoded image appeared after applied inverse DWT on the reconstructed LL sub-band.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For testing the proposed system performance; it is applied on three types of images (see Figure 11 for an over view), all the images are gray of 256 gray levels (8bits/pixel) but with different sizes. The tests have been performed using Daubechies DWT (db3), the block sizes of LLDCT {4×4}, and the Quality parameter values = {0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05} are used to quantize each array in AC-MA-Matrix. The compression ratio which is the ratio of the original image size to the compressed size along with the PSNR between the original image I and the decoded image Iˆ was adopted as fidelity measure due to popularity and simplicity as in equation (5) . The decompressed images with PSNR for each Quality status are shown in Figure(s 
CONCLUSIONS
From the test results of the proposed system, the following remarks are stimulated:
1. Using two transformations, helps proposed approach to increases of high-frequency coefficients, and leads to increases compression ratio.
2. Minimize Matrix size algorithm, is used to reduce each three coefficients from AC-MA2-Matrix, to single integer value. This process converts a matrix into a column, and this leads to increases compression ratio, and in another hands keeps the quality of the high-frequency coefficients.
3. Daubechies DWT is used for zoom-out the images into the quarter size, and this helped proposed approach to obtain higher compression ratio. For this reason the quality of the images are no less than 29 (dB).
4. Header-Information-Matrix are encrypted by using RandomWeights-Values, to convert these information about compressed image data into a column contains floating point values. This process increasing the security for the compressed image data. This encrypted data has small size, and higher security. Because these encrypted data are represents information about a compressed image.
5. The high-frequencies in DWT are ignored. This is because the Daubechies DWT family has the ability to zooming-in an image without need for the insignificant high-frequencies sub-bands.
6. SS-Algorithm is used to estimate Header-InformationMatrix; this is the core of the proposed decompression algorithm, which converts the encrypted data array into the Header-Information-Matrix. This algorithm is depending on the Random-Weights-Values, for reconstructs original values of the Header-Information-Matrix coefficients.
7. The proposed approach gives good visual image quality, more than JPEG. This because our approach removing most of the squares that caused by JPEG.
Also this research has some limitations illustrated in the following steps:
1-JPEG2000 technique has some of the properties to keeps an image quality, more than the proposed approach, at the parameter Quality higher.
2-SS-Algorithm decompression technique takes more time for
reconstruct Header-Information-Matrix. This is because the Limit value array has negative and positive values. The ranges between these values are big, and SS-Algorithm used to increment the pointers by 1 at each iteration, and this leads to takes more execution times to finding out the solution. 3-The Header-Information-Matrix are encrypted, if this header is damaged the decompressed image will be completely damaged.
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